has control over two modes of opel'ation: (I) a viewing system mode, which enables him to "explore" the spatial situation about the space-station and thus choose and frame-in on areas of interest. and (2) a trajectory design mode, which allows the interactive "ecliling" of a series of way-p oints and maneuvering burns to obtain of this way-point editing process is shown in Fig, 2 .
In the program the way-points are managed by a way-point stack, which Includes an u p-to-date sequential list of the position !S, the time-of-arrival t, and the relative velocity y the burn, of all w ay-points.
j ust after Initiating In Fig. 2e The layout of .the display area is shown in " Fig. 3 . 
Description of program control modes
The program o perates in two modes. The first one, the viewing system mode, relates to the main 'display whi ch shows a perspective view of· the spac� station and ' its surroundings ori the background of the' stati on's orbital plane, In the viewing system mode, the operator is able to "e xplore " the spatial si tuation about the space statio n and thus choose a viewpoint location' and viewing direction which focu's' and· "frames in" ali' the momentary area of interest. The se.Go nd mode is the trajectory design mode, in which way-points are selec ted, moved, added a.nd deleted, in order to obtain a multi-burn trajectory which complies with the ,given set of constraints. FIGURE 4,; Geometry of the Viewing Situation.
Viewing system mode
The geometry of the viewing situation is shown in Fig. 4 close fly-by, will be recognized immediately.
Geometrical enhancements; the "time-axis" format
The purpose of these enhancements is to resolve ambiguities in the spatial situation by processing the 5a alone. it can not be clearly determined whe ther the spatial constraint is violated or how the trajectory should be p lanned to avoid it. The view along the 2°-axis in Pig. 5b is even less clear, due to the curved character of :he traj ectory.
In the Lime-axis format of Fig. 5c .!: · r = (ll /b;S) fl;! . ' lfl;S12
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